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Electronic House Magazine Has Chosen Converging System
Inc. Customer for “2005 Product of the Year Award”
CONVERGING SYSTEMS’ INTELLIGENT MOTOR CONTROLLER, “THE
B.R.I.C.” FORMS CORE OF STEWART FILMSCREEN’S ‘DIRECTOR’S CHOICE
SCREEN MASKING SYSTEM’
Los Angeles, CA January 13, 2006 ---Converging Systems Inc., a California-based
technology company, has added another award to its portfolio of industry awards for a
unique and innovative product solution developed for one of its OEM Customers, Stewart
Filmscreen Corporation. Electronic House Magazine recently honored one of Converging
Systems’ customers, Stewart Filmscreen Corporation, with one of the magazine’s 2005 Best
Products of the Year awards for the Stewart Filmscreen Director’s Choice Screen Masking
System. A custom designed integrated control technology known as the B.R.I.C. TM
developed by Converging Systems for Stewart Filmscreen’s award winning “Director’s
Choice Screen Masking System” forms the electronics core for this world-class projection
screen product. The B.R.I.C. is a bi-directional, multi-aspect ratio, home-automation
compatible multiple motor controller which is integrated within the Director’s Choice
Projection Screen System.
Recognition by Electronic House Magazine of the Screen Masking System
component of the “Director’s Choice” projection screen product is an exciting
accomplishment of our team,” said Craig Douglass, President and CEO of Converging
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Systems. “We think that the multi-aspect ratio Screen Masking System adds a great value and
differentiation to the Stewart product in addition to enhancing the function and usability of
the world-class Stewart projection screen system. Stewart Filmscreen occupies an unparallel
position in the industry for this type of product innovation and offering.

According to Cindy Davis, Editor-in-Chief of Electronic House magazine, “The
editors of EH Publishing’s four magazines that are dedicated to the electronic house all
choose their favorite products. It is a democratic voting process. And although it's fun, this
has got to be one of our most difficult jobs. Our decisions are based on reviews we ran
throughout the year, product demos, and talking with the installers and users of the products.
Topping our list of criteria is technological innovation, combined with overall value-and just
plain outstanding features."
About Converging Systems
Converging Systems Inc. is an innovator in technical product development. It designs and manufactures
Knowledge-Based Interactive Technology kiosk systems, embedded control systems and other customized
technology-oriented products for major OEM customers. The firm assists its customers in bringing together the
latest reliable technologies that integrate Converging System’s technologies with customer’s knowledge-based
assets—its name, its product knowledge and its people---to leverage science, technology and information.
performance and exceptional customer service.
For more information on the company’s line of interactive kiosk products and its other OEM
technology products, please call (310) 544-2628 or visit www.convergingsystems.com.
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